Secumar 4001 inflator with single point indicator

Automatic/Manual option: May be armed as an automatic with manual backup or as manual only

150 Newton (33.7 lbs) buoyancy when fully inflated

Heavy-duty sailing harness with stainless steel D-rings and Delrin® buckles that meet ISAF requirements

Sturdy 420 Denier Nylon shell, adjustable waist belt, high visibility reflective tape, emergency whistle, and 2 arming cylinders with pill

Approved for adults 16 years or older, with a height of 5 ft. 5 in. or taller, and weight over 90 lbs.

Fits chest size 30” - 52”
Secumar 3001 inflator with dual point indicator
Automatic inflation with manual backup
150 Newton (33.7 lbs) buoyancy when fully inflated
Heavy-duty sailing harness with stainless steel D-rings and Delrin® buckles that meet ISAF requirements

Durable Nylon shell, adjustable waist belt, high visibility reflective tape, with 1 arming cylinder and pill
Approved for adults 16 years or older, with a height of 5 ft. 5 in. or taller, and weight over 90 lbs.
Fits chest size 30” - 52”
Inflatable PFD with Harness - Manual Inflator

1000 Offshore Sailing Life Jacket
Model 6830244

- Secumar 401 inflator with single point indicator
- Manual inflation by pulling the lanyard
- 150 Newton (33.7 lbs) buoyancy when fully inflated
- Heavy-duty sailing harness with stainless steel D-rings and Delrin® buckles that meet ISAF requirements
- Durable Nylon shell, adjustable waist belt, with 1 arming cylinder
- Approved for adults 16 years or older, with a height of 5 ft. 5 in. or taller, and weight over 90 lbs.
- Fits chest size 30” - 52”

Green indicates ready to use!